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Dahlia Ring $84
Jaw-dropping glamour that will render its admirers 
speechless. This ring doesn’t blossom on your 
finger – it explodes! Petals of glossy jet-black 
enamel are edged in clear pavé-set cut crystals 
and centred with more of the same surrounding a 
brilliantly clear centre solitaire. The polished silver 
band is hidden beneath the flower of power.

Voltage Earrings $40
Your charisma is circles above the rest! 
That’s because you are energized to the max 
with these incredibly light hematite fishhook 
dangles laser cut for mega-watt glamour. 
Every greeting will start with “Wow!”
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Chime Earrings $31
These rhythmic dangles will have you floating 
on air. Paper-thin silver doilies are minutely 
textured and linked together. How could  
such dainty fishhook-style earrings have so 
much pizzazz?

Heart to Heart Stretch Bracelet $51
A trio of antique silver hearts artistically 
detailed with a clear cut-crystal and black 
diamond resin stone. The combination of 
chain links and polished silver elasticized 
tubes bring a touch of charm to your wrist.

Evolve Collar Necklace  $51
The textured hematite finish of this necklace 
is just what you need to take on the hottest 
trend in jewellery right now. Slide on any  
lia sophia removable hematite pendant or 
pendant slide for day and night glamour. 
15–16".

Flux Pendant Slide $31
The square-over-square radiance of this 
pendant relies on metallic black and silver 
mica-like ingots buried under faceted glass. 
Polished silver intensifies the throws of light.

Sequin Pendant Slide $47
Positively scintillating! The facets and brilliance 
of black diamond, clear and jet black cut 
crystals give this hematite pendant slide 
celebratory flare.
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Celestial Necklace $75
An elongated chain necklace with a graduated 
cascade of ornamental clear cut crystals, grey 
pearl, sandblasted silver and mirrored black 
diamond glass orbs create a fascinating blend 
of contrast and texture. Adjustable lobster 
claw clasp. 25–28".

Samba Earrings $29
Enormously flattering, and with just a twist 
of texture, these lever-back hoops are the 
quintessential wear-with-all earrings both 
bohemians and cosmopolitans will love.

Nottingham Earrings $42
These substantial but lightweight earrings  
take the popular circular theme to a new 
extreme. Loops of textured matte gold with 
snap-bar posts. Pair with the Nottingham 
necklace (#32N07), this season’s Dress for 
Success piece.
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Trish Reversible Necklace $130
The unique feature of flipping it from gold  
to silver gives double value for the fashion  
dollar. Lobster claw clasp. 17". Also available 
in 20".

Embrace Cuff Bracelet $40
Polished gold and silver are joined  
together in perfect harmony. Embrace is  
an effortless complement to so many  
other lia sophia selections.

Rival Earrings $36
Two-tone gold and silver doubles your 
options. These fun-loving floaters won’t rest 
long in your jewel box. They’ll always be on 
the go, right along with you. Snap-bar posts.

Seaside Necklace $53
Shore up your accessory collection with a 
modern take on natural beauty. A hematite 
plated mosaic of genuine mother-of-pearl, 
transparent amethyst and glossy pearlized 
tanzanite enamel are set in a removable  
shell-shaped pendant hanging from a sleek 
black genuine leather cord with adjustable 
lobster claw closure. Pendant will fit on other  
lia sophia cords and the Evolve (#32N92) 
collar necklace. 16–19".
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Our Fall/Winter 2010 Starter Kit is Only $165!  
A value of more than $1,335!
Your Starter Kit includes the jewellery styles below. Substitutions may occur.  
Jewellery not shown to size.

Effective fiscal September 2010 – February 2011



S7002 Display Tray, 1" (2 trays)

S7007  Foam Sheet Inserts (2 sets of 2)

N7430  Fall/Winter 2010 Catalogue
(2 packages of 10)

S7022 Kit Bag 

N7436  Invitation Postcards 
(Set of 100)

N7161 Quick Start Guide

N7412 Talking point cards

S7163 Ring Sizer*

N7509  Hostess Envelopes (Set of 6)

S7508 Display Cloth

N7240 Wish List (Pad of 50)

N7256  Show Summary and Hostess
Selection Form (Set of 12)

S7556 Guest List (Set of 12)

N7249  Customer Order Form 
(Set of 50)
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*  We currently only offer rings in whole sizes 3-11. We suggest you remove the other sizes to avoid confusion.

Have you found these explanations helpful? Complete details on ALL pieces in the Catalogue are available in the Fashion Focus online in lia sophia® University. 
This is the perfect reference tool you should bring to every Show.

Droplet Necklace $39 
Dew drops of genuine white and grey mother-
of-pearl and jet black glass cling to a leafy 
silhouette of polished silver that drifts along a 
quiet wisp of double-strand wire. Adjustable 
lobster claw clasp. 16–19".

Fierce Bracelet $64 
This adjustable watchband-style bracelet is 
designed to add a little rock-star edge to your 
style. A removable bar of black enamel, clear 
cut crystals and mirrored silver send shock 
waves across a band of genuine black leather. 
Adj. 6½–8½".
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Day Dreamer Necklace $38
Tri-tone matte gold, silver and copper metal 
charms have fanciful etchings and speak of 
peace, love and harmony. They clustre together 
on a matte silver chain with accents of textured 
metal and genuine wooden beads. 16–19". 
Cordinate with the Day Dreamer matte silver 
fishhook-style dangles (#22E61).

Haute Chocolate Necklace $86
Let’s hear it for the new metallics! This brown 
gold necklace juggles an assortment of smooth 
and textured rings all chained together into one 
monochromatic statement. It appeals to your 
natural instincts to pop up those neutrals with 
something new and exciting. Adjustable lobster 
claw clasp. 36–39". You’ll definitely want our 
Cutting Edge (#22182) hoops to finish it off.

Wind Up Cuff Bracelet $42
This fashionable five-band silver rope cuff slips 
on and keeps you moving stylishly through 
all your social circles. Pair it with our Orbit 
(#22197) hoops.
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Identity Bracelet $36 
This classic chain link bracelet gets the job 
done. It has a fold-over closure that is nearly 
imperceptible. Pair it with the Identity necklace 
(#32330). 7¼".

Blue Ice Necklace $73
In this exclusive design, faceted pearlized 
glass and resin beads glitter and lightly float 
along a hematite chain that can be worn 
fabulously long or doubled for a layered look. 
Adjustable lobster claw clasp. 38–41".

Discotheque Earrings $33
Boogie the night away in these lightweight, 
textured silver forward facing circle fishhook-
style dangles that reflect the swirling spotlights 
on the dance floor.

Bolted Stretch Bracelet 
(Matte Gold) $42
If you’re looking for a bracelet that is elegant 
and easygoing at the same time, you’ve nailed 
it. The perfect finishing touch to a stack of 
coordinating gold or beaded bangles.

Natural Charm Necklace $64
Nuggets of genuine tiger’s eye, freshwater 
pearl, mother-of-pearl and quartz fall from a  
toggle closure that makes this necklace  
convertible … it can go from short and dressy 
to long and casual. This versatile style can be 
worn as a double-chain 17" toggle necklace, 
or long, with the chains split and lengthened 
to 32".12019 pg. 23, 32493 pg. 40
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